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signs have been found to be unenforceable because the sign is a contract of adhesion. Contracts of adhesion occur when there is no bargaining between parties or when one has unequal power.

Is a written agreement enforceable? If it is between unequal parties, one of whom basically has no power to bargain, it would be found to be a contract of adhesion. A detailed contract between two or more equal parties negotiated at "arm's length" is much more likely to be enforceable.

Joint Suits

Everyone who had anything to do with a turf management program is likely to be named as a defendant in a tort action. This is called joint and several defendants. For example, the turf manager, his/her employer and the contractor who put in the field can be found liable either as a group or individually. This is often an attempt to increase the award or to prove shared liability when no single action or inaction caused the injury. A plaintiff may also use this technique to coerce an employee into providing testimony or information prejudicial to the defendant(s) by offering not to name the employee in the suit or removing him or her as a defendant.

Lastly, naming several defendants can result in the defendants attacking each other. The attorneys representing the defendants are there to do only one thing—to protect their own clients. This means that they will try to demonstrate not only their clients' lack of liability but that it was someone else's fault. In other words, another defendant's attorney may actually help in a finding of liability against someone else.

Being Reasonable

What is the standard by which a sports turf manager will be judged in a tort case? It is a fictional person called the "reasonable man." The question often arises in tort cases: "Would a reasonable man have behaved this way?" This legal "reasonable man" is never careless, forgetful or negligent. He is always alert, conscientious, and careful. He is admirable.

There are several important actions that can be taken either to limit or to lessen the financial impact of a suit:

1. Remember your "duty of care" and act responsibly to avoid injury or damage to a person or the property of others. The central mission of a sports turf manager is duty of care.

2. Try to act like a "reasonable man." Remember, you are a professional, not a grass custodian! You will be held to professional standards. Can you justify your grounds program in court? Can your grounds program withstand an attack by an expert witness?

3. Document what you do, and are precluded from doing, that impacts field quality. Documentation means writing it down; not telling someone. Write a memo to file if you do have a discussion with anyone about field quality. This may not carry legal weight but will help you refresh your memory.
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YoU COULDBE HONORED BY THE PROS!

Why not enter your baseball field in the Beam Clay® Baseball Diamond of the Year Awards contest? You need not be a customer, member, or subscriber; and there is no entry fee. You could be featured in sportsTURF magazine and receive an official awards plaque.

The Awards are sponsored by Beam Clay®, sportsTURF magazine, and the Sports Turf Managers Assoc., in recognition of excellence and professionalism in maintaining outstanding, safe, professional quality baseball diamonds. Entries will be judged in three categories: professional diamonds; college diamonds; and school, municipal or park diamonds.

Send the information below to enter:

1. Age of baseball diamond (year of installation).
2. Geographic location (city and state).
3. Description of maintenance program.
4. Operating budget for baseball diamond.
5. Irrigation: None _______ Manual _______ Automatic _______
6. Total number of maintenance staff for field.
7. Does baseball field have lighting for night games?
8. Number of events on baseball diamond per year.
9. Types and number of events on diamond other than baseball?
10. How many months during the year is the field used?
11. Why you think this field is one of the best?
12. IMPORTANT: Send two sets of color slides or prints.

Deadline for entries: Entries must be postmarked no later than November 30. Selection of winners will be made by the Awards Committee of Four Major League Head Groundskeepers.

Mail entries to:
Beam Clay Awards
Kelsey Park
Great Meadows, NJ
07838
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4. Carry a reasonable amount of liability insurance — in which case the insurer will likely help provide a defense in the event of a suit.

5. If you have associates, be sure that they are as careful and conscientious as you are. There are many ways to assure this is the case. Training, using field condition checklists on a regular basis, periodic job reviews and standard operating procedures can all be utilized to assure compliance with your program. Above all, walk your fields daily to check for problems if you do not perform actual field work — even if you have a checklist.

6. The agency you work for should negotiate a written contract with users that specifies the obligations of all parties to the contract. This will not eliminate liability but may narrow the actions or inactions for which you could be found liable.

7. Immediately close fields, even if there is only minor potential liability for an injury, until the problem is corrected. A sports turf manager has not only a legal responsibility to do this but also a moral one. It is better to be called on the carpet by an administrator than to blame yourself for an injury that could have been prevented if you had closed the field.

8. Retain your own legal counsel in the event of a suit that includes you as an individual defendant. Do not rely upon your employer’s legal counsel for representation.

Although the material presented in this article is highly condensed, it provides a basis for reviewing how a grounds program might be attacked in a court of law. No sports turf management program is perfect or liability free. However, even the most poorly financed ones can be modified to limit the potential liability of fields.

It is not the intent of the author to offer legal advice. You should consult your own legal advisor regarding any questions.

Todd Detzel is a member of STMA and the owner of Golden State Grounds Service, Laytonville, CA. Portions of this article are contained in Integrated Turf Management: How to Limit Liability and Maximize the Use of Resources by Todd Detzel, copyrighted 1995 by Golden State Turf Publications, and are used by permission.

Great Sports Striping
At Superb Prices

- Light on your wallet — low initial cost and long life
- Great striping from the shearing reel cut of a National
- Smooth, clean cutting builds harder, healthier turf
- Easier to sharpen and lower operating cost
- Easier to maintain than rotary riding mower
- Easy rear turning wheel for high maneuverability

For details call: (612) 646-4079

Nothing makes sports turf look better than a National. The Best Price. The Best Cutting.
Chandler Arizona has selected Primavera bermudagrass for all fifteen of the new soccer fields that have been seeded in the last eighteen months. In addition, they are using Primavera on all the city parks and grounds.

According to Kris Kirsher, maintenance coordinator, they have used common bermudagrass before but had problems with allergic reactions among the players. Then they tried Mid-iron bermudagrass but it was very susceptible to bermudagrass scale. The third variety they tested was Primavera. Kris was really impressed with its quick germination and establishment. It stayed greener longer in the fall and greened-up earlier in the spring than any of the other seeded types they tested. Primavera also was resistant to bermudagrass scale, so their problems were solved.

Kris and his crew of four were able to convert old cattle corrals, to excellent quality soccer fields. The San Tan Soccer Association plays on the fields nine months out of the year and with the use by other groups, there are soccer games almost every day of the week throughout the entire season. The quality of the playing surface is excellent throughout the year. The number of injuries and loss of players have been greatly reduced with the dense turf that they are able to produce with Primavera. It has been stated by numerous authorities that Chandler has the best soccer fields in the Phoenix area.

The work done by Kris and his crew is impressive, especially when one realizes that it was done on a minimum budget.

"Primavera is a high quality, lower cost alternative to the standard turf varieties sold only in sod or stolon forms." Kris Kirsher, Maintenance Coordinator
Preparing for Olympic Softball
- Teamwork Counts

By Dr. Gil Landry

Perhaps the highest concentration of sports turf fields on public display occurs during the summer Olympics. This athletic extravaganza becomes a focus for sports enthusiasts and draws the attention of even the most casual sports observer among the general public.

Top athletes from across the globe converge to compete for their countries and themselves. In the spirit of international fairness and to provide the best possible opportunities for all players, it's essential that conditions among the multiple fields used for preliminary, as well as final, rounds be as close to identical as possible.

The International Olympic Committee, the Olympic Committee of the designated site (this time of Atlanta [ACOG]) and committee representatives for each sport set precise standards to bring about "ideal" playing conditions for that sport.

Field preparation begins far in advance of the "official" Olympic opening. Consider the development of two sites for softball competition, both in Columbus, GA.

Aaron McWhorter, vice president of Sports Turf Company, Inc., of Whitesburg, GA, says, "Ours was one of three pre-qualified companies invited by the City of Columbus to bid on the first project. Don Campbell of French & Associates Landscape Architects, Columbus, GA, was the landscape architect and project manager for both projects. Richard Bishop, assistant director of Parks and Recreation for the City of Columbus, is overseeing all Olympic venues for the city, including the planning and construction stages."

The first project consisted of removing an existing nine-hole golf course and developing eight Olympic-quality softball practice fields on that site. Campbell says, "The city was already planning this eight-field complex as part of the recreational projects funded by a recent tax referendum. It's a case of build it and they will come. The city submitted a proposal for the Olympic venue, and it was accepted."

Sports Turf, Inc. handled all stages of the project following the rough grade. The scope of their work included final grading, rootzone construction, surface field engineering, irrigation installation, spraying, grass grow-in, and fencing. McWhorter's company began construction in June of 1994 and had the fields sprigged and mostly grown-in by that October.

Campbell describes himself as a "dirt" landscape architect. Starting with a horticulture degree, he spent time "in the field" doing hands-on construction before getting his LA degree. McWhorter and Campbell brought to the Olympic projects the same concept they bring to projects the same concept they bring to any construction project proceeds most efficiently if the owner, landscape architect and contractor are on the same wave length. In these projects, the owner (the city, represented by Bishop) also was looking to long-term capital improvement. So, say both McWhorter and Campbell, "We built the best fields possible with the available funds and these are world-class fields. Our budget was no different than that of most typical community construction projects of this scope. We just re-allocated funds to prioritize our fields."

Campbell says, "Our budget was $2.5 million, and we were able to put the bulk of the funds into field construction and make special arrangements with material vendors for other parks to help get the cost of materials down to reduce the deficit."

"For $2.5 million, we were able to construct eight sand-profile, 300-foot softball fields; install championship lighting on all fields; put up black, PVC-coated, chain-link fencing in all areas; install irrigation for all fields and outlying areas; develop a 600-car parking lot with access roads; put in landscaping; and construct a two-story concession and administration building with rest rooms."

In 1995, the City of Columbus handled all the bidding for the second Olympic project, Golden Park. This home of the Cleveland Indians' A baseball team, the Redstixx, was to be converted to a softball game site, then re-converted to a baseball field. Again, a pre-qualified list of companies was asked to bid. Sports Turf, Inc. was awarded the construction bid; French & Associates the design and engineering bids.

McWhorter says, "Campbell, Bishop and I became a team again. We planned the design and regrading, always considering the second field conversion as well as the first."

Campbell says, "Primarily, throughout the process, I was designing a baseball field that would just happen to have a softball field on top of it temporarily."

McWhorter says, "The existing field was flat, and pockets of standing water had been a repeating problem. Dugouts were flush with the ground and had a six-inch lip. The brick outfield wall was two-feet thick and eight-feet high, limiting the depth and width of excavation. We had no
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McCord Flotation Tires can eliminate costly tire rutting.

Golf Course Superintendents country-wide have proven that McCords Flotation Tires are essential during the following delicate operations:

- Top Dressing
- Spraying
- Mowing
- Back Filling Traps
- Aerating

The large contact area of the flotation tire effectively distributes load over a broad area. This produces lower unit ground pressure resulting in minimized soil compaction.

Our custom built tire and wheel combinations will convert your golf course equipment into the most productive tools you will ever own. For further information call our toll free number today.

McCord Terra-Tire Sales and Service
US 24 West, Box 743, Monticello, IN 47960 • In the United States and Canada 800-348-2396 FAX: 219-583-7267

Call 1(800) 817-1889 use Fast Fax #1140596 and/or Circle 114 on Postage Free Card
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way of removing water since surrounding ground was higher than the field. And, even if underground drainage had been budgeted, there was no surrounding storm drainage system with which to connect.

“We wanted the radial grade to produce a baseball field with matched outfield height – the 300-foot mark at the same level on the fence throughout the outfield. The infield was elevated 18 inches, and steps were added down into the dugouts.”

The entire field was laser-graded a total of four times. This method was chosen for its precision and the lessened compaction it produces in the rootzone as compared to other grading methods. This was especially important because the field has no underground drainage.

Campbell says, “Raising the infield not only allowed the field to surface drain through the outfield wall, but also brought the playing field closer to the spectators, which gets them more physically and visually involved in the game.”

“We get an afternoon rain nearly every day in Georgia. The fields need to be playable within 15 to 20 minutes after the rain. To achieve that without underground drainage, a higher percentage of sand was needed in the soil profile. The fact that a standard baseball infield tarp would almost cover the entire softball field allowed us to minimize re-grading during construction.”

McWhorter says, “The outfield was topdressed with four inches of sand over the existing sandy loam soil and the sand lightly blended in.”

With an eye to player safety, all of French & Associates’ baseball field designs begin the outfield slope 20 feet back into the outfield, lessening the transition from infield to outfield. The infield slope was established at 0.5 percent, the outfield slope at 1.3 percent all the way around to further speed drainage.

The irrigation system was designed primarily for the baseball field, with adequate coverage for the softball field. Following this, the construction team laid out a softball field on the baseball field.

McWhorter says, “The seating for the baseball field was 60 feet behind home plate. The Olympic Committee wanted the softball field seating positioned 20 feet behind home plate. This moved the entire softball field layout 40 feet closer to the seating, putting all the bases on the same elevation and allowing the majority of the softball field to fit on what will be the infield of the baseball field.”

“The softball field was sodded with Tifway II Bermudagrass out to the 225-foot mark, the distance designated by the International Softball Federation (ISF). This includes 200 feet to the outfield fence and a 25-foot ‘safety zone’ between the fence and the outfield bleachers. The infield area is skinned baseline-to-baseline on a 60-foot arc off the pitcher’s mound. Three inches of a pre-mixed 80 percent sand, 20 percent clay material were used for the skinned area. To add color for TV coverage, the area behind home plate and on the sidelines is grassed.

“Outside the 12- to 14-foot strip of grass, a ten-foot warming track runs in front of the dugouts on both sides of the field. The foundation for the entire warning track, three inches of fine crushed (M-10) granite stone, was placed all around the wall. It will take two inches of topping material to complete the warning track during the conversion back to baseball.”

As part of the Olympic Committee’s emphasis on security and the safety of the athletes, a separate security fence is placed 15 feet beyond the outfield fence. Temporary bleachers will be placed in a radial pattern around this security fence, adding seating for approximately 6,000 people.

The irrigation system was designed for the baseball field, with multiple truckloads of the existing infield material. The big roll sod provided stability during the NCAA Division 1 “Lead-off Classic” Women’s Fast-Pitch Softball Tournament held ten days after the work was completed in early March.

Despite all the pre-planning, the construction team found it necessary to make modifications as work proceeded. Storm drainage was added to a portion of the field to catch excess water washing off the bleachers. The whole concept of elevating the infield by 18 inches was a problem-solving alternative. Faced with hauling away multiple truckloads of the existing field material to achieve proper height, they opted instead to raise the infield and make use of that dirt on-site.

The Redstixx will move all “home” games to an outside facility during 1996. The construction team will then have 30 days following the end of Olympic play to complete Phase II, the conversion back to baseball.

McWhorter says, “During the conversion to baseball, all of the M-10 granite beneath the temporary bleachers and in the

Landry’s Keys to Successful Sports Field Construction

1. Have good construction specifications.
2. Have good communications between all parties throughout the project.
3. Be able to compromise and solve problems as they develop.
4. Use sound agronomics such as:
   Planning surface and subsurface drainage;
   Doing a good job of soil preparation;
   Planting a turfgrass adapted to the conditions and intended use.
5. Follow a good fertilization, irrigation and mowing program during establishment.
The Golden Park softball field features pathways leading from the outfield bleachers to rest rooms, concessions and souvenir tents. Between the paths are islands of turf where spectators can picnic or relax.

pathways to the satellite sites will be removed. The city will truck the material to various park sites where it will be spread on the walking trails.

"Neither the grade nor the slope will need to be changed in the conversion. Only the area where the granite is removed will be laser-graded again. We'll place sod in several areas and infill mix in others, remove the softball infield mix, build the baseball mound, and install the remainder of the warning track."

Campbell says, "Our goal on the complex and Golden Park was to make every field exactly alike in the structural components, infill mix and skinned area mix. The practice fields constructed in 1994 are of the same quality as the Olympic game field. The Olympic Committee stressed the necessity of giving each top athlete an equal and fair chance, and that same concept holds for any tournament at any level of play."

The City of Columbus will retain the eight-field softball complex and has already used this beautiful park to host many softball tournaments, including the 1995 state high school tournament and the inaugural ISF "Superball" International Women's Fast-Pitch Tournament, which will continue to be an annual event in Columbus.

The Golden Park facility is getting its own workout before the Olympics begin. It's already hosted a 24-college women's fast-pitch tournament and will host the NCAA softball finals in May.

McWhorter says, "With the Olympics so close to our headquarters, we wanted to be 'players,' but in reality these construction projects were no different than any other field construction. Establishing precise specifications to develop the best possible fields within available funding and making sure those specifications are adhered to will produce quality, maintainable athletic fields."

Campbell says, "French & Associates stresses that in building any sports turf facilities you'll always need to give up something on the dream list to get good quality fields. Allocate up-front the proper funding for the playing field. When you have a top-quality, safe and highly playable field, you will attract athletes who want to play on it. That will generate the income to help fill in the amenities."

As extension turfgrass specialist with the University of Georgia, Dr. Gil Landry provides leadership in the development of statewide educational programs in turfgrass management. He's a past president of the national Sports Turf Managers Association, co-chair of the Public Relations Committee, and recipient of STMA's highest award, the Harry C. Gill Memorial Award. STMA Groundskeeper of the Year.
“Just Do It!”
Triumphs at Fike High School

By Bob Tracinski

Just Do It! was the slogan of Coach Will Flowers long before Nike “borrowed” it.
Flowers’ contagious attitude and the results of that hard work are why Fike High School’s 36-year-old native-soil field, turfed with common Bermudagrass, is the 1995-1996 Beam Clay High School Baseball Diamond of the Year.

Fike High School, in Wilson, NC, is typical of many of today’s secondary schools. There’s more to be done than the budget can stretch to cover. Enter Coach Flowers.

“I went to Fike High School and played on this field,” says Flowers. “At that point, turf wasn’t considered important at the high school level. If you had a place to play and the skinned area was adequate, that was all it took. Turfgrass management has come so far since then.”

Following high school, Flowers attended Atlantic Christian College (now Barton College) in Wilson, majoring in health and PE with an eye to coaching.

Following graduation in 1976, he spent a few years searching for “what I really wanted to do.” After a stint as assistant manager of a roller skating facility, he moved to the third shift (11 p.m. to 7 a.m.) at the local feed mill. With some daylight hours on his hands, he found time to help out at the baseball field, working with the coach and close friend, Alton Britt. When Coach Britt stepped down in 1982, Flowers was “in the right place at the right time.”

That mentoring tradition continues. Flowers has a “right-hand man,” John Galeazzi, who “went to high school and played for me.”

The Field

There is no doubt that Fike High School has a great field. The diamond was built in 1960 on Wilson’s native, clay-loam soil.

Common Bermudagrass is the turf for both the infield and outfield. Fertilization begins about mid-April with an application of 10-10-10 that coincides with spring green-up. This is followed in late May by an application of 16-4-8 slow release fertilizer. An application of 38-0-0 in late July completes the summer fertilization program.

Flowers says, “We keep the infield turf between 1/2 and 3/4 inch, depending on play schedules and weather conditions. We mow the infield with a 22-inch, walk-behind reel mower. The area is mowed every other day and always on game days. We catch the clippings most of the time, but occasionally allow them to work back into the soil. We mow a different direction each time – which creates a nice striped effect. The outfield is mowed at 3/4 inches to one inch with a triplex reel mower. Again, we mow every other day, in a different direction each time. We pay close attention to the quality of cut on the turfgrass, keeping our blades sharp.”

Flowers calls on Tommy Davis, who is in charge of the local public course,Wedgewood Golf Course, for assistance on mower blades sharpening and back-lapping. Davis also helps out with advice and loans of equipment.

Flowers says, “We keep the turf edged around the infield, pitcher’s mound and home plate. It’s a big thing with us. We edge everywhere grass meets dirt every two weeks. We pull a string to ensure a straight line, cut through the turf with a power edger and use a garden hoe to peel off the excess. Before we had the use of the power edger, we’d do the cutting with a straight-blade garden spade. It’s harder work, but the look is the same.”

The school’s administration arranged special funding for the installation of an automatic underground sprinkler system in May of 1988. There is a total of 51 heads divided into four zones: one for the infield, two for the outfield and one for the foul area.

Skinned surfaces receive daily care. Each season, Flowers goes through a truckload of a sand-clay mixture purchased from a company in Louisburg, NC, for the infield, pitcher’s mound and home plate areas. He also has a free source of native clay, a patch of the right consistency located in a nearby woods, which he uses for patching holes in the mound and home plate area.

Flowers says, “The mound and home plate are covered with tarps to keep the moisture at a workable level, and to keep rain from washing away the mix. We work these areas first each morning, filling in any holes, hand raking the dirt, watering it down and packing it with a tamp. We then reposition the tarps.

“Generally we’ll work the rest of the skinned area in the morning when the moisture allows us to get down far enough to keep the top layer soft, but playable. If the mix is too dry, we turn on the sprinklers to get the desired moisture level. If the mix is too wet, we’ll wait until later in the day to work the area.”

The Wilson area gets quite a bit of rainfall during the spring months, and